
Advanced Entropy Control for Ef-ficient Exploration in Deep Rein-forcement Learning
Description
The exploration-exploitation trade-o� is one of the main problems in reinforcementlearning (RL). While the agent needs to explore the problem space adequately, iteventually has to decide on exploiting the most promising direction. Vanilla policygradient (PG) methods work well at exploiting a given direction, but often at the costof insu�cient exploration. Trust-region methods, such as PPO [3], have shown toimprove upon this by providing more stability, yet they still su�er from this issue.Recently, we introduced a novel approach to such trust regions [2], based on di�er-entiable projections. Compared with PPO, those match or improve performance onstandard RL tasks while being more robust to implementation details and allowingfor more fine-grained control of updates. On another note, past work demonstratedthat trust-region methods benefit from an additional entropy control, especially forcomplex exploration problems. This behavior is also already observable for the trust-region projections while only utilizing a simple form of entropy control.The goal of this thesis is to explore the e�ects of complementing the trust-regionprojections with an advanced entropy control strategy. This could include, for exam-ple, adapting entropy control methods from stochastic search to the deep RL setting.Specifically, CMA-ES [1] uses a heuristic that observes the correlation of past up-dates to decide whether entropy should be increased or decreased. In the stochasticsearch setting, this measure was, so far, only leveraged for the parameter space. Weare interested in extending it to the action space where exploration typically happensin reinforcement learning.Tasks

• Literature Review: Getting familiar with the basics and reviewing existing ap-proaches for advanced entropy control.• Implementation: Reimplementing the existing entropy control approaches andfusing them with the trust-region layers.• Evaluation: Choosing (and potentially implementing) suitable benchmarktasks with complex exploration behavior. Evaluating the performance in con-trast to existing methods.Qualifications
• Background in computer science, mathematics, physics, or similar.• Experience with basics in machine learning (e. g. deep learning, (Lagrange)optimization, reinforcement learning)• Experience with programming in Python (PyTorch is a plus).References
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